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Re: Interruption of home, business,

“We’re working together, with you, for a cleaner safer community!”

and life, due to Covid-19, caused by SARS-CoV-2.

The air you breathe, especially with the COVID pandemic lurking, is top priority. Cleaning the air can be as simple as
keeping a window open and letting the soft breeze flow in. But not for everyone!
For folks living in an urban setting, or with compromised immunity, it’s often smarter to clean the indoor air!
Click https://www.epa.gov/air-trends/air-quality-cities-and-counties
In the hot and humid summer season, for most of us, air conditioning is a necessity. Shut the windows and turn the ac on!
It’s common, convenient, and a cost effective way to keep cool and comfortable.
Here are the health concerns. Indoor air is a mix of clean and dirty, a potential site for microbial growth.
Indoor spaces can be easily sanitized with oxidation, to keep them clean, safe, and odor free. Simply wiping down walls
and ceilings does not effectively clean the air, but OUR technology does. We have solutions. Like a thunderstorm cleans
the outside air with ozone molecules, (think outdoor clothes smell), oxidation can safely and cost effectively treat and
maintain healthy indoor air quality.
SEECC purifies your indoor air, with 5 of the most effective oxidizers on the planet! These oxidizers will sanitize your
entire space (ceiling to floor and wall to wall)!
Backed by science and SPACE COAST TECHNOLOGY, our technology has been proven to kill, mold, bacteria,
and viruses, including SARS,(the corona virus is now known as SARS-CoV-2), and Influenza.
Click www.webmd.com/lung/qa/what-is-sarscov2).
Related News: Battelle, an Ohio company, uses a peroxide oxidation process to purify masks.
Click https://www.battelle.org/newsroom/news-details/battelle-deploys-decontamination-system-for-reusing-n95-mask
SEECC uses peroxide technology + 4 other oxidizers to sanitize + disinfect your air.
With 20 years experience in air purification and remediation, our certified and insured air quality technicians are ready to
assist the community in overcoming fear. We assist in reducing virus and bacteria ability to thrive in the air. We’re here to
do our part in combating the corona virus.
Our Technical Certifications include B.S. YSU, NAMP, HUD, Lead, OSHA, ASHRAE. We also have a 5

BBB rating.

Contact us today (330) 507 - 7437, or email us. Get your free consultation today!

Have more peace of mind with cleaner indoor air! Call today!
We sincerely hope you will reach out to SEECC for the best solution to safer, cleaner indoor air. During these uncertain times for our
health, we believe working together we can all find the best solutions, now and in the future.
You can easily review our website and safely leave contact information. Click www.seeccllc.com
We don’t share your personal information, ever!
Thank you kindly,
David T. Simon, President

